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Wood fired pizza ovens from Lithic Fire
We are excited to offer our new range of wood fired ovens, made in Britain.
Just like our firepits they come in kit form and use traditional quality materials in their
construction, giving reliable performance time after time.
A wood fired pizza oven from Lithic Fire is the ideal way to enhance your garden and get
much more from being outdoors. For keen cooks, wood fired ovens can be used for far
more than pizza alone and offer a great opportunity to explore a new type of cooking with
dishes including roasts and bakes, bread too. On the other hand, if you’re mainly a big
pizza fan, it will enable you to really indulge your passion with style. Wood fired pizza from
your own oven just tastes superb.
With your new wood fired oven you will be able to get the most from family parties and
events. Maybe get the neighbours round too - why not let your guests make their own
pizzas!

When it comes to thinking about your pizza oven there are several things to consider, in
particular the material it is built from, the size of oven you prefer and the overall design; do
you want an oven to stand on its own or would you like a food preparation area and extra
storage space to be built in with it?
Once you’ve decided upon that, you can be really creative and design how your oven will
look and have something unique. There are lots of ideas here to draw upon to
design your own individual oven or outdoor kitchen.
Not sure where to start? Have a look through our brochure and give us a ring. If you are a
competent builder you may want to do it yourself, or of course you may prefer to let
someone local take care of it for you.

Design Ideas
This brochure is packed full of inspiration to help you choose what you would like in your own
garden, according to your space. We are always happy to help with questions.
Pizza ovens can be covered with stone, brick or render, it all depends on the look you like you may find you get very friendly with your nearest reclamation yard. As you look through,
you will see lots of ideas, everything from a beautifully simple oven, to an oven with a serving
area, all the way to an outdoor kitchen with a real wow factor!

Simple Brick Oven.

Rendered pizza oven, part of a beautiful outdoor kitchen.

Time together.

Rustic stone oven set in an outbuilding.

A smaller oven like our Naples 600 will fit simply into most gardens to make a very attractive
feature and enhance your entertaining area. If you want something more or you are
planning an outdoor kitchen then one of our larger wood fired ovens will be an
essential part of it and we are always happy to discuss bespoke options. Our best
seller, the medium-sized Milano 750 would be the perfect answer, while our largest oven the
Roma 900 is ideal for commercial settings with very generous cooking space. Whichever
option you choose, it will enable to you entertain your family, friends and guests in style.
Take your outdoor living to the next level!

Simple but effective using stone baskets.

How it works
Our ovens are a tried and tested design, incorporating recycled materials from the Potteries
selected to give strength, reduce weight in handling and provide high insulation properties.
Using such materials also helps to keep the cost down.
The traditional design enables the oven to work at maximum efficiency, reaching up to at
least 600oC and easy to use.
The shape of the dome draws fire over the top of it, pulling in cooler air to feed the fire which
is heated from below, building up a flow of circulating hot air. Heat is radiated from above,
while the base retains the heat and the temperature rises for cooking.
The oven can be ready to cook in 30-40 mins. You can slow cook stews etc, at cooler
temperatures, then raise the heat for chargrilled vegetables, breads, pizzas, steaks and
more.
Insulated doors are available and they include a thermometer, if you choose one you will
need a damper added to the flue as well. If you are baking in the oven up to about 300 oC
you may wish to use one, above that it probably isn’t necessary as pizzas cook so fast.
At 450oC pizza cooks in about a minute or so, meaning that even our smallest sized oven
enables you to make plenty of pizzas for your hungry guests very quickly. Make the most of
family time and share freshly cooked, home made wood fired pizza!
It is very important to cure your new oven before use to gently dry it out.

Wood Fired Pizza Oven
Models and Prices
To put it simply, we offer 3 different oven sizes and supply them as kits, ready to build round
with stone, brick or render. These prices are for the oven kits only, building materials are not
included because your oven will be unique to you and your garden.
Naples 600
This is our smallest oven which will still keep you well supplied with pizza or other dishes. It
comprises two sections and gives a very comfortable 600mm wide cooking area. Reaches
well over 5000C, cooks pizza in minutes.
It comes with a built-in refractory brick floor, so you don’t need to lay refractory bricks.
Oven kit with accessories includes:
• Two-piece oven with refractory bricks sunk into oven floor.
• Insulation Kit: Kiln blanket, vapour barrier,
chicken wire.
• KOS Fireproof cement
• Stove enamelled flue125 x 500 mm (longer
lengths are available).
Price £640
Carriage to most postcodes is £70

Enjoy family gatherings and weekend get-togethers with friends.

Milano 750
This very versatile and popular size
works well either as a larger domestic
oven or in a commercial setting.
Oven Kit with accessories
includes:
• 7-piece refractory oven
• Pre cut 2” refractory bricks for the
oven floor.
• Insulation kit: Kiln blanket,
vapour barrier, chicken wire.
0
• KOS fireproof 1250 C cement.
• 125 x 500mm enamelled flue.
Price: £840
Carriage to most postcodes £70
Roma 900
Our largest wood fired oven, ideal for commercial settings - pubs, hotels, restaurants,
holiday accommodation and more.
Oven Kit with accessories includes:
• Refractory and insulated two piece round oven floor with 900mm wide cooking area.
• Three-piece refractory dome with 500mm opening.
• 40 x 2” refractory bricks.
• Fireproof cement.
• 125 x 500 mm stove enamelled flue. (Longer lengths available).
Price: £1000
Carriage to most postcodes £70
Optional extras:
Depending on how you might use your oven for cooking, you may wish to choose a door,
useful for baking or doing slow roasted meat at lower temperatures up to about 300 oC. If so,
you will need a damper in the flue as well to help retain the heat.

Insulated door with thermometer: Made from plasma
cut steel, two handles, coated with heatproof black paint.
Naples 600: £72
Milano 750: £85
Roma 900: £90

Chimney Flue:
125mm x 500mm £30, 125mm x 1000mm £42
150mm (Roma 900) x 500mm £36, 150mm x 1000mm £48
Damper: Cast iron.125mm £18, 150mm (Roma 900) £21
Chimney cowl: Looks good and helps keep the interior dry. Powder coated.
125mm £48, 150mm (Roma 900) £56

Delivery and Handling
The kits are delivered by carrier on a pallet from a tail lift lorry and can be moved by 2
strong people, but ideally you might like to have a couple of friends handy too. You can
thank them later with a home made wood fired pizza! The dome is less than 500 x 850mm
so carrying it through a narrow access point should not be difficult.

Because perlite is used to reduce the weight and provide excellent insulation properties,
there may be some visible pock marks and chips to the edges. This is normal and does
not affect the performance of the oven at all. You are going to be covering it soon in stone,
brick or render.
Always take care to lift and carry safely.

Enjoy planning your oven, from simple and individual, or with added features,
remember you can always call us for advice and help.

Our ovens are so
versatile - you can
fit them beautifully
into a corner, or
make a grand
statement and give
them a whole
dedicated space to
themselves!
Whichever you
choose, sharing
food with friends will
never have seemed
so easy, nor such
fun.
Get in touch today
and find out more
about how we can
help you get the
best from your
garden.

Lithic Fire
3 St Cuthbert’s Cottages, Nr. Tillmouth, Cornhill on Tweed, Northumberland, TD12 4UP.
01890 883038 07864 321122 ivor@lithicfire.co.uk
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All prices include VAT.

